Art/DT


Science

Literacy
Read Write Inc – practise and develop phonic


The children will learn about the life of the

knowledge, reading skills and writing skills

painter J.M.W.Turner and recreate their own

through a variety of texts.

painting of the sea influenced by his style.

Research marine animals using non-fiction texts





Recreate their own ocean habitat in 3D.

and the internet and write their own non-fiction



To use a variety of skills and techniques to

text.

build a lighthouse.

Humanities




To further develop pre-cursive handwriting.



Oceans and Seas

To learn about Grace Darling, a lighthouse
Keeper’s daughter who played an important
role in rescuing survivors of a ship wreck.
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To use world maps, atlases and globes to
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locate oceans and seas found around the
world.


Learn about marine life found in different



Throwing and catching – developing
individual, paired and group skills with
a range of apparatus.



problems and participate in group tasks to
improve speaking and listening skills and
Investigate the mini-beasts living in the
school grounds and the food chains they are

Explore the school grounds to
investigate and record the minibeasts
found there.



Learn about what plants need to grow,
carry out experiments and plant seeds
and observe them growing.



Internet research on marine creatures.



Develop word processing skills by creating a
non-fiction text.

RE


To learn about Buddhism.



To learn how Christians celebrate
Christmas.

PSHE


Music
To learn and be aware of our Zones of
Regulation and how we can use them to help us.

develop confidence.




ICT

Outdoor
 ToLearning
compare the UK with France.
Use the outside environment to solve

Learn about food chains found in a
variety of habitats including the oceans
and the school grounds.

PE

ocean habitats found around the world.







part of.




Using the Charanga resources children will
learn about beat, rhythm, using their

Developing resilience, understanding thoughts

voices and percussion instruments through

and feelings.

writing songs.

We will look at kind friends, positive role
models, teamwork, success and relaxation.

